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1.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid progress of urbanization has modernized people’s lives,
but also engendered many challenges in cites, such as traﬃc congestion and air pollution. Recently, the proliferation of big data in
cities has fostered unprecedented opportunities to tackle these urban challenges by data science and computing technology, a.k.a.,
urban computing [33]. Given the complex setting of a city, we usually need to harness the diversity of data (i.e., multi-modality) to
solve an urban computing problem. For example, to predict and
tackle air pollution, we need to check air quality data from monitoring stations, pollution emission from factories and vehicles, land
∗
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uses and meteorological data of diﬀerent locations [36, 34]. To diagnose a city’s noise situation, we need to consider human mobility,
traﬃc conditions and layout of a neighborhood [35]. Thus, to unlock the power of knowledge from multiple disparate datasets (i.e.,
multi-modalities) is a key research problem in urban computing.
The problem becomes more challenging when we conduct urban computing in a “new” city where infrastructures and services
are not ready or just built, thus the data required by a task are insuﬃcient. For example, when we conduct air quality prediction in
Baoding, we face the following two challenges as shown in Figure 1. 1) The label scarcity problem: the ground truth labels, i.e.,
air quality data, are very scarce because there exist only a few air
quality monitoring stations in Baoding. 2) The data insuﬃciency
problem: there are two types of insuﬃciency. One refers to structured modality missing. The taxi trajectory data (D4), characterizing the pollution emission from vehicles, are existing in Beijing
but missing in Baoding. The other is within-modality insuﬃciency.
The meteorology data (D3) in Baoding are not that suﬃcient as in
Beijing due to limited weather stations.
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ABSTRACT
The rapid urbanization has motivated extensive research on urban
computing. It is critical for urban computing tasks to unlock the
power of the diversity of data modalities generated by diﬀerent
sources in urban spaces, such as vehicles and humans. However, we
are more likely to encounter the label scarcity problem and the data
insuﬃciency problem when solving an urban computing task in a
city where services and infrastructures are not ready or just built. In
this paper, we propose a FLexible multimOdal tRAnsfer Learning
(FLORAL) method to transfer knowledge from a city where there
exist suﬃcient multimodal data and labels, to this kind of cities
to fully alleviate the two problems. FLORAL learns semantically
related dictionaries for multiple modalities from a source domain,
and simultaneously transfers the dictionaries and labelled instances
from the source into a target domain. We evaluate the proposed
method with a case study of air quality prediction.
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Figure 1: An example of transferring knowledge from Beijing to
Baoding city.
An interesting question arises: can we transfer knowledge from a
city where data are suﬃcient, to a city which faces either the label
scarcity or the data insuﬃciency problem? As demonstrated in Figure 1, based on Beijing’s data, we can learn the knowledge about
underlying connections between diﬀerent modalities; e.g., air pollution might be related to traﬃc congestion which would be caused
by a dense road network structure. With such knowledge transferred from Beijing, we may be able to infer Baoding’s air pollution
based on road network structures even if there exists no traﬃc data
like taxi trajectories. In this example, Beijing is a source domain
where knowledge comes from, and Baoding is a target domain that
we transfer knowledge to.
To transfer knowledge between diﬀerent cities (referred to as domains in the rest of this paper) is a challenging task, as data from
diﬀerent cities may have diﬀerent distributions in feature and label

spaces. Using the air quality inference as an example, as shown in
Figure 2(a), the distributions of humidity (i.e., a kind of feature) in
four cities are very diﬀerent. The distributions of the four cities’ air
quality (i.e., labels) are also diﬀerent. Though transfer learning [16]
has been proposed to tackle this challenge, none of existing work
can solve our problem given the following three unique challenges.

•We evaluate our method on air quality prediction in three cities,
with performances outperforming six baselines.

2.

2.1

(a) Humidity distribution.

(b) Air quality distribution.

Figure 2: Distribution diﬀerences across domains.
First, we transfer knowledge between source and target domains
with multi-modality data rather than single-modality data. Multimodality data have incommensurable representations. For example, the Point-Of-Interests (D2) in Figure 1 is characterized as Bool
ean values indicating categories of a venue, while the meteorology
(D3) is featured as real values. Simply concatenating features extracted from datasets of diﬀerent modalities into a single modality
compromises the performance of a transfer learning model [19, 34].
Thus, most transfer learning models [16, 28] designed for a singlemodality dataset are not applicable to our problem.
Second, though a few multi-view transfer learning algorithms [5,
20, 26, 25, 30] support multi-modality data, none of them can tackle the data insuﬃciency problem mentioned in Figure 1. Because
of within-modality insuﬃciency, diﬀerent instances may have different modalities in a target domain. Thus, the instances cannot be
treated equally. When facing the structured modality missing, we
need to complement a missing modality with its knowledge representation from a source domain.
Third, data of diﬀerent modalities should have diﬀerent weights
when transferring between diﬀerent source and target domains. For
example, when transferring knowledge from Beijing to Shanghai
for air quality prediction, road networks may play a more important role than other modalities (like weather) as the two cities have
a very similar structure of road networks (but diﬀerent weather conditions). When transferring between Beijing and Tianjin (which are
geographically close), however, weather conditions of the two cities are more similar than other modalities, thereby playing a more
important role in the transfer. Existing transfer learning methods
cannot well learn the weights for data of diﬀerent modalities.
To tackle the three challenges, we propose a FLexible multimOdal tRAnsfer Learning (FLORAL) method with the following
three contributions:
• It enforces multi-modalities to share knowledge and representation structures by learning semantically related dictionaries - each
modality has a dictionary which consists of atoms encoding latent
semantic meanings; diﬀerent modalities have diﬀerent dictionaries
but all modalities’ dictionaries share the size and latent semantic
space; e.g., the third atoms of all modalities’ dictionaries semantically mean “good air quality”.
• It settles the data insuﬃciency problem, by transferring semantically related dictionaries learnt from a source to enrich feature
representations of a target domain. Moreover, an algorithm called
Multimodal Transfer AdaBoost (MTAB), capable of learning and
diﬀerentiating diﬀerent modalities’ weights, is proposed to leverage labelled source instances to alleviate the label scarcity problem.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we brieﬂy review the related work in two categories: some representative research on multimodal data fusion,
and state-of-the-art transfer learning methods.

Multimodal Data Fusion

There have been many attempts made towards fusing multimodal
data. Some of them perform model-level fusion, i.e., generating a
model for each data modality and unifying these models’ outputs as
the ﬁnal result. Co-training [34] and multi-kernel learning [32, 36]
belong to this category. The other line of research fuses diﬀerent
data modalities in feature level. The most naive way is to directly
concatenate features from diﬀerent modalities [23]. However, the
performance of this method is usually inferior because it introduces
overﬁtting and ignores non-linear interactions between modalities
according to [19]. The majority of feature level fusion devote to
extract a semantic latent subspace or build a translator to align diﬀerent modalities. The techniques capable of aligning embrace
translation [4, 21], canonical correlation analysis [6], matrix factorization [17], manifold alignment [35], coupled dictionary learning [29], and multimodal deep learning [10, 19]. Either model-level
or feature-level multimodal data fusion methods require suﬃcient
data in each modality, as well as abundant correspondence between
instances across modalities. To solve urban computing tasks in a
city facing the data insuﬃciency problem, which our work focuses
on, these methods become powerless and even infeasible (imagining that a modality is missing).

2.2

Transfer Learning

Transfer learning [16] leverages knowledge from a source domain to facilitate learning in a target domain. Almost all work in
this ﬁeld have been motivated by the scarcity of labelled data in a
target domain. Until recently, Yang et. al [28] initiated the setting
called heterogeneous transfer learning which enriches the modality
in a target domain with the other modality from a source by providing complementary views. This work and its follow-up [17, 22],
however, can only handle the case where both source and target
domains contain single modality only.
Two strands of research, i.e., multi-task multi-view learning and
multi-view transfer learning, enable knowledge transfer between
domains with multimodal data. Nevertheless, we ﬁrst emphasize
the diﬀerence between multi-task learning and transfer learning:
multi-task learning assumes suﬃcient annotated data in each task
and treats all tasks equally; while transfer learning cares only the
target domain with scarce labelled data. Besides, most multi-task
multi-view learning algorithms transfer model parameters, thus ignore the diﬀerences between tasks [31] or rely on enough labelled
data in all tasks to learn the diﬀerences [14, 18, 24]. Though some
work [7, 9, 27] transfer knowledge in feature-level, IteM 2 [7] can
only tackle non-negative feature values, and MAMUDA [9] and
HiMLS [27] cannot fully handle the data insuﬃciency problem, especially the within-modality insuﬃciency.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few attempts on
multi-view transfer learning. Zhang et. al [30] ﬁrst proposed the
MVTL-LM algorithm that transfers both model parameters and instances between domains with multi-views. The Multi-transfer [20]
and DISMUTE [5] extend it to multiple source domains and multiclass classiﬁcation, respectively. Blitzer et. al [2] pointed out the
limitations of parameter and instance transfer in dealing with a target domain whose distribution distinctly diﬀers from a source’s.

The IMAM [26] and MDT [25] alleviate the limitations by performing feature-level knowledge transfer. Unfortunately, none of
these work tackles the within-modality insuﬃciency, and diﬀerentiates diﬀerent modalities’ weights when transferring.

3.

FLEXIBLE MULTIMODAL TRANSFER
LEARNING

In this section, we present our method in detail. We ﬁrst introduce the general framework in Figure 3, which involves two major pipelines, i.e., learning semantically related dictionaries from
a source domain (represented by broken blue arrows), and transferring dictionaries and instances from a source to a target domain
(shown in red solid arrows). After we introduce the notations and
problem deﬁnitions, we detail how to learn semantically related
dictionaries, and transfer the dictionaries and instances. The complexity analysis is given at the end of this section.
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Figure 3: The framework of our proposed FLORAL method.

3.1

Overview

Learn semantically related dictionaries: To learn commensurable representations for multi-modalities, we ﬁrst learn semantically related dictionaries from a source domain through a dictionary
learning approach. In this approach, we build a graph that connects instances across diﬀerent modalities and those in each modality.
We then cluster the graph into K clusters, while ensuring that each
cluster encodes a latent semantic meaning and contains instances
from all modalities. Subsequently, for each modality, we build a
dictionary by taking the K cluster centres of the modality as atoms.
Obviously, diﬀerent modalities’ dictionaries have the same size K,
and share the K-dimensional latent semantic space.
Transfer dictionaries and instances: To address the data insuﬃciency problem in a target domain, we transfer the semantically related dictionaries learnt from a source. For each modality in a target
domain, we extract original features, and learn enriched representations over this modality’s dictionary by sparse coding. Enriched
representations make an instance more informative, thus alleviate
within-modality insuﬃciency. As the M dictionaries may inﬂuence
each other by sharing semantic meanings, the knowledge of those
missing modalities (e.g., the second modality illustrated here) are
preserved in the dictionaries and enriched representations of existing modalities. Therefore structured modality missing is addressed.

Transferring the dictionaries is not enough to address the label
scarcity problem in a target domain. We also transfer labelled instances from a source. Before transferring, we meet the following two prerequisites: 1) learn enriched representations of labelled
source instances by sparse coding, in order to make representations
of source and target instances consistent; 2) perform max pooling
for each target instance to aggregate enriched representations of all
existing modalities, so that target instances can be treated equally regardless of within-modality insuﬃciency. Once these prerequisites are satisﬁed, we apply the Multimodal Transfer AdaBoost
algorithm to transfer labelled source instances. The output of the
algorithm is a classiﬁer that can predict any target instances.

3.2

Notations and Problem Formulation

Suppose that in the target domain we are provided a very few laNt
Nt
belled instances Tl = {t1li , · · · , tmli , · · · , tliM }i=1l with labels y = {yi }i=1l
N t +N t

u
l
and some unlabelled instances Tu = {t1ui , · · · , tmui , · · · , tuiM }i=N
t +1 , where
l

m

tmli , tmui ∈ R p denote the feature vector of the mth modality of the
ith labelled and unlabelled instance, respectively. Nlt and Nut indicate the number of labelled and unlabelled instances, respectively. Meanwhile, there exists a source domain
in which suﬃcient laNls
Nls
with labels g = {g j } j=1
belled instances Sl = {s1l j , · · · , smlj , · · · , slMj } j=1
N s +N s

u
l
and unlabelled instances Su = {s1u j , · · · , smuj , · · · , suMj } j=N
s +1 are availl
s
m
m
s
able. The meanings of sl j , su j , Nl , Nu , are similar to those in
the target domain. Note that M is the total number of modalities
in the source domain, while in the target domain tmli or tmui could
be missing for some 1 ≤ m ≤ M of some 1 ≤ i ≤ Nlt + Nut
as a result of the data insuﬃciency. Our goal is ﬁrst to learn M
dictionaries D1 , · · · , Dm , · · · , D M for all M modalities from Sl and
m
Su , where Dm ∈ R p ×K . Subsequently, we transfer these dictionaries to the target domain, and obtain enriched representationNt
s T̂l = {t̂1li , · · · , t̂mli , · · · , t̂liM }i=1l of Tl over the dictionaries, where

Nt

t̂mli ∈ RK . We obtain T̂u and Ŝl in the same fashion. T̂lMP = {t̂liMP }i=1l
is the max pooling result of T̂l , by aggregating all existing modalM
(for some 1 ≤ m ≤ M, t̂mli could be missing.) into t̂liMP
ities {t̂mli }m=1
for any ith instance. The same applies to T̂uMP . Finally, we learn
a classiﬁer h f (T̂uMP ) by Multimodal Transfer AdaBoost to transfer
labelled source instances, i.e., Ŝl , and adapt to target instances, i.e.,
T̂l and T̂u . For brevity, we summarize these notations in Table 1.
Table 1: Deﬁnition of Notations
Notation

Description

No.

Set Notation

tm
li

Input
mth modality of ith labelled
instance in the target domain
mth modality of ith unlabeled
instance in the target domain

Nlt

l
Tl = {t1li , · · · , tliM }i=1

Nut

M
Tu = {t1ui , · · · , tui
}

tm
ui

Nls

N t +Nut
l
i=N t +1
l
s
N
l
Sl = {s1l j , · · · , slMj } j=1
N s +Nus
l
Su = {s1u j , · · · , suMj } j=N
s +1
l
Nt
l
y = {yi }i=1
Ns
l
g = {g j } j=1

M

M
D = {Dm }m=1

enriched representation for tm
li

Nlt

l
T̂l = {t̂1li , · · · , t̂liM }i=1

M
max pooling of {t̂m
li }m=1

Nlt

T̂lMP =

Nut

M
T̂u = {t̂1ui , · · · , t̂ui
}

Nls

Dm

mth modality of jth labelled
instance in the source domain
mth modality of jth unlabeled
instance in the source domain
label of ith labelled instance
in the target domain
label of jth labelled instance
in the source domain
Output
dictionary for mth modality

t̂m
li
t̂liMP

sm
lj
sm
uj
yi
gj

Nt

tm
ui

Nus
Nlt

t̂m
ui

enriched representation for

MP
t̂ui

M
max pooling of {t̂m
ui }m=1

Nut

ŝm
lj
f (·)

enriched representation for sm
lj

Nls

classiﬁer for

T̂uMP

Nt

Nt
l
{t̂liMP }i=1

N t +Nut
l
i=N t +1
l
t
t
N +Nu
MP l
T̂uMP = {t̂ui
} t
i=N +1
l
Ns
l
Ŝl = {ŝ1l j , · · · , ŝlMj } j=1

3.3

Learn Semantically Related Dictionaries

Sparse coding, a technique widely used in machine learning, represents data vectors as sparse linear combinations of basis elements.
The set of basis elements is called dictionary. Sparse coding provides an eﬀective way to homogenize representation structures of
multi-modalities, by enforcing all modalities’ dictionaries semantically related and learning linear combination coeﬃcients over the
corresponding dictionary for each modality as new representations. There are three main categories of techniques to learn dictionaries: probabilistic learning, reconstruction error minimization,
and clustering. Here we prefer clustering because of its advantage
in extracting semantically related dictionaries. However, directly clustering multi-modalities in incommensurable representation
structures is impossible. Instead, we propose a graph clustering
algorithm as shown in Figure 4, in which we build a weighted
graph to model pairwise similarities between vertices across different modalities and within each modality. Though the work [8]
also learns dictionaries by graph clustering, it learns a dictionary
for single modality only. Next, we will detail the graph construction on multi-modalities, the graph clustering with highly eﬃcient
submodular optimization, and the dictionaries inference.
Graph Construction
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Figure 4: The procedures of dictionary learning. Diﬀerent shapes represent diﬀerent modalities, while the eclipses enclosing shapes denote
instances. The eclipses with numbered shapes are labelled instances.

3.3.1

Graph Construction

We ﬁrst build an undirected graph G = (V, E). The vertex set
V consists of all modalities of all instances in the source domain,
i.e., V = Sl ∪ Su . We denote |V|, |V m |, |Vl | and |Vu | as the number
of all vertices, vertices in the mth modality, labelled vertices and
unlabelled vertices, respectively. The edge set E models pairwise
relations between vertices within each modality, i.e., intra-edges,
and across diﬀerent modalities, i.e., inter-edges.
For a pair of vertices smi and smj in the mth modality, we measure
their similarity with the Euclidean distance between their feature
vectors. The ith and jth vertices are connected with an intra-edge if
each of them is among the top k similar vertices of the other vertex.
This way of constructing intra-edges, i.e., mutual k-NN, has been
proved to outperform traditional k-NN in semi-supervised clustering [15]. To weight each intra-edge, we apply Gaussian kernels to
the similarity between two end vertices of the edge:
wmij = exp

−

sm −sm 2
j
i
2δ2

.

3.3.2

Submodular Graph Clustering

A natural idea of graph clustering is to partition sparsely connected dense subgraphs from each other based on the notion of
intra-cluster density versus inter-cluster sparsity. Given a graph
G(V, E), we select A ⊆ E, so that the resulting graph G(V, A) contains exactly K connected components. Obviously, this is a discrete optimization problem. Submodularity, oftentimes viewed as
a discrete analog of convexity, is the key to eﬀectively and eﬃciently solve discrete optimization problems in machine learning.
Thus, we design the objective function to satisfy the "submodularity" condition. Before proceeding to the objective function, we ﬁrst
introduce the deﬁnitions of submodularity and monotonicity.
Deﬁnition 1. (Submodularity [12]) Let E be a ﬁnite set. A set
function F : 2E → R is submodular if F(A ∪ {a1 }) − F(A) ≥ F(A ∪
{a1 , a2 }) − F(A ∪ {a2 }), for all A ⊆ E and a1 , a2 ∈ E \ A. This
property, also named diminishing marginal gains, states that the
impact of adding an element to a larger set is less.
Deﬁnition 2. (Monotonically Increasing) A set function F is monotonically increasing if F(I1 ) ≤ F(I2 ) for any I1 ⊆ I2 .
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As for a pair of vertices smi and snj in the mth and nth modality,
respectively, we connect them with an inter-edge whose weight equals to 1, i.e., wim,n
j = 1, if the ith and jth instances are known to
be correlated. The correlation depends on speciﬁc applications. In
air quality prediction, a region (denoted by an eclipse in Figure 4)
is an instance. Therefore the ith and jth instances are correlated if
the two corresponding regions are geographical neighbours.

In order to introduce the criteria met by our objective function,
we compare a pair of graph clustering results (C1, C2) for each criterion in Figure 5. C2 more closely complies with each criterion
by enforcing O(C1) < O(C2). We have determined the following
four criteria. 1) The compactness guards the basic idea of graph
clustering, i.e., intra-cluster density. Maximizing the objective ensures that densely rather than sparsely connected vertices constitute
a cluster. 2) The homogeneity requires each cluster to be homogeneous for labelled vertices, i.e., a cluster should not mix vertices
belonging to diﬀerent categories. 3) The label balance states that
the number of labelled vertices in each cluster stays “balanced”.
This constraint avoids to produce clusters without category labels,
and thereby supports the homogeneity. 4) The modality diversity
ensures that each cluster contains vertices from all modalities. The
compactness equips the dictionaries with representation eﬀectiveness. The homogeneity and label balance enforce each dictionary
atom, i.e., each cluster center, to encode a latent semantic meaning
and be discriminative. The modality diversity is crucial to couple
all modalities’ dictionaries to be semantically related.
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Figure 5: Illustrations of the four criteria met by our objective function. An eclipse represents a cluster.

Compactness: A random walk, starting at a vertex and then randomly travelling to a connected vertex, is more likely to stay within a cluster than travelling between. Therefore conducting random
walks on the graph can discover clusters where the ﬂow tends to
gather. The transition probability from a vertex vi to a vertex v j is
deﬁned as a set function
Pi j (A) : 2E → R for the graph G(V, A):

⎧
j:ei j ∈A wi j
⎪
⎪
if i = j,
⎪
⎪ 1w −
wi
⎨
ij
Pi j (A) = ⎪
(2)
⎪
if
i

j, ei j ∈ A,
⎪
⎪
⎩ w0i
if i  j, e  A,
ij

which encourages random walks within clusters 
(ei j ∈ A) and eliminates those between clusters (ei j  A). wi = j:ei j ∈E wi j is the
total weights incident to vi . We add a self loop transition (i = j) to
maintain the total transition probability out of vi to be 1.
To satisfy compactness, we deﬁne the objective as the entropy
rate of a random walk [3]
to measure
 the uncertainty of the walk:
μi
Pi j (A) log Pi j (A),
(3)
C(A) = −
i

j

distribution μ = (μ1 , μ2 ,
where μi is the ith element of the stationary
w
|V|
)
with
w
· · · , μ|V| ) = ( wwall1 , wwall2 , · · · , w|V|
all =
i=1 wi . Intuitively, ranall
dom walks on dense subgraphs are more uncertain than on sparse
subgraphs. Hence maximizing the entropy rate ensures the compactness, and enforces that the edges selected into A from E can
make each cluster as dense as possible. C(A) has been proved to be
monotonically increasing and submodular in [11].
Homogeneity: Suppose that for the graph G(V, A) given by current A, we have NA connected components, i.e., G1 , · · · , G NA . In
the kth connected component Gk , we denote the number of labelled vertices as |Vlk |, and the number of labelled vertices carrying the label y as |Vl(y)k |. Gk ’s homogeneity can be deﬁned as
H(Gk ) = |V1lk | maxy |Vl(y)k |, which computes the percentage of those
vertices carrying the mostly assigned label in Gk . The objective
function of homogeneity for the whole graph G(V, A) w.r.t. A is
straightforward by averaging over all NA connected components:
NA
NA

1 
|Vlk |
H(A) =
max |Vl(y)k | − NA . (4)
× H(Gk ) − NA =
|Vl |
|Vl | k=1 y
k=1
Maximizing Equation (4) encourages homogeneity (the ﬁrst term),
but avoids a trivial solution where each cluster contains a single
vertex by restricting NA to be as small as possible (the second term).
The monotonicity and submodularity of H(A) are proved in [8].
Label balance: Motivated by the fact that the information entropy of a random variable achieves the maximum if this random
variable is uniformly distributed, we consider the percentage of labelled vertices across clusters as a random variable and propose the
objective function for label balance as:
NA
NA


|Vlk |
|Vlk |
L(Gk ) log L(Gk )−NA = −
log
−NA . (5)
L(A) = −
|V
|
|Vl |
l
k=1
k=1
So that maximizing L(A) enforces labelled vertices to scatter
 uniformly across NA clusters. In [11], the authors prove that − k pA (k)
log pA (k) − NA satisﬁes monotonicity and submodularity.
Modality diversity: We again employ the information entropy
to formulate the objective for modality diversity, but consider the
percentage of vertices in each modality across clusters as a random
variable. By averaging over all M modalities, we obtain:
NA
M

|V m |  
M(Gk ) log M(Gk ) − NA
−
M(A) =
|V|
m=1
k=1
M NA
|V m |
1 
=−
|Vkm | log km − NA .
(6)
|V| m=1 k=1
|V |
Maximizing M(A) encourages each cluster to be diverse, i.e, including vertices from all M modalities.
 As mentioned above, the
monotonicity and submodularity of − k pA (k) log pA (k) − NA have
been proved in [11]. Meanwhile, we are provided with the fact that

linear combination with nonnegative coeﬃcients preserves monotonicity and submodularity [13]. M(A), therefore, is also guaranteed to be monotonically increasing and submodular.
Combining the four objective functions introduced, the overall
optimization problem can be written as:
max O(A) = C(A) + λH(A) + γL(A) + μM(A)
A
s.t. A ⊆ E and NA ≥ K,

(7)

where λ, γ, and μ are three trade-oﬀ parameters to balance the importance of the four terms. O(A), a linear combination of C(A),
H(A), L(A), and M(A), is monotonically increasing and submodular. Solving the optimization problem in Equation (7) is NP-hard.
Fortunately, the submodularity of O(A) contributes a greedy approximation algorithm with eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency guarantee.
It initiates A = ∅ and iteratively selects the edge e ∈ E \ A to maximize the marginal gain O(A ∪ e) − O(A). Fisher et al. [13] showed
that the algorithm gives a 1/2-approximation bound on the optimality of the solution. Besides, the algorithm is highly eﬃcient thanks
to the diminishing marginal gains property of submodular functions. In each iteration it computes the marginal gain for only the edge
who holds the second largest gain in the previous iteration, instead
of all edges in the set E \ A. The implementation details and time
complexity will be discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3.3

Dictionary Inference

In the kth cluster, we calculate the center of vertices in the mth
modality as the dictionary atom dkm . The ﬁnal dictionary of the mth
modality Dm combines K dictionary atoms inferred from all K clusters, i.e., Dm = [d1m , · · · , dKm ]. To wrap up, we present the pseudo
code of learning semantically related dictionaries in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Learn Semantically Related Dictionaries (LSRD)
Input: Sl , Su – the labelled and unlabelled instances in the source domain; g – the label vector in the source domain; λ , γ , μ – trade-oﬀ
parameters for initialization; K – the dictionary size;
M
Output: D = {Dm }m=1
1: Construct the graph G = (V, E);
maxe∈E C(e)−C(∅)
2: Initialize A ← ∅, D1 , · · · , D M ← ∅, λ = ( max
H(e)−H(∅) )λ , γ =
maxe∈E C(e)−C(∅)
maxe∈E C(e)−C(∅)
( max
)γ , μ = ( max
)μ ;
e∈E L(e)−L(∅)
e∈E M(e)−M(∅)
while NA > K do
ê ← arg maxe∈E\A O(A ∪ e) − O(A);
A ← A ∪ ê;
end while
for m = 1, · · · , M do
for k = 1, · · · , K do

Dm = Dm ∪ {(1/|Vkm |) j:sm ∈Gk smj };

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10: end for
11: end for

3.4
3.4.1

e∈E

j

Transfer Dictionaries and Instances
Transfer Dictionaries

We learn M semantically related dictionaries from the source domain to unlock the power of sparse coding in homogenizing diﬀerent modalities as stated in Section 3.3. More importantly, we transfer the M semantically related dictionaries to the target domain, and
apply them to learn enriched representations of target instances, in
order to address the data insuﬃciency problem. Mathematically,
for the mth modality of the ith labelled instance in the target domain (if available), i.e., tmli , we transfer the mth dictionary learnt
from the source domain, i.e., Dm , and apply sparse coding to learn
the enriched representation t̂mli by
tmli − Dm t̂mli 2F + αt̂mli 1
s.t. t̂mli ≥ 0,
(8)
min
m
t̂li

where α controls the sparsity of enriched representations. We obtain the enriched representation t̂mui for the mth modality of the ith
unlabelled instance, i.e., tmui , in a similar fashion.

3.4.2

Transfer Instances

After transferring the dictionaries, the label scarcity problem necessitates a much more powerful solution - transferring abundant
labelled instances from the source into the target domain. To enable instance transfer, the following two prerequisites have to be
met ﬁrst. 1) Learn enriched representations for labelled source instances. Mathematically, for the mth modality of the jth labelled
source instance, i.e., smlj , we learn the enriched representation ŝmlj by
performing sparse coding over the mth dictionary Dm :
min
m
ŝl j

smlj − Dm ŝmlj 2F + αŝmlj 1

s.t.

ŝmlj ≥ 0.

(9)

Only in this way can the representation structures of labelled source
instances, i.e., Ŝl , stay consistent with those of target instances, i.e.,
T̂l and T̂u . 2) Aggregate enriched representations of all existing
modalities for each target instance. We adopt max pooling, widely
applied in image processing, to aggregate. For the ith labelled target instance, max pooling maximizes each feature of the enriched
representation over all existing modalities, i.e.,
t̂liMP (k) =

max {t̂mli (k)},

for all

m=1,2,··· ,M

k = 1, 2, · · · , K,

(10)

where
could be missing for some 1 ≤ m ≤ M. We obtain the
aggregated representation for the ith unlabelled target instance, i.e.,
t̂uiMP , similarly. In this case, we obtain a uniform representation
t̂mli

Algorithm 2 Multimodal Transfer AdaBoost (MTAB)
Input: T̂lMP – enriched representations of labelled target instances; T̂uMP – enriched representations of unlabelled target
instances; Ŝl – enriched representations of labelled source instances; y – the label vector in the target domain; g – the label
vector in the source domain
Output: h f – the ﬁnal hypothesis for T̂uMP
1: Initialize the weight of the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ Nlt ) instance: vi (1) in
the target domain: vi (1);
2: Initialize the weight of the mth (1 ≤ m ≤ M) modality of the
jth (1 ≤ j ≤ Nls ) instance in the source domain: wmj (1);
3: for r = 1, · · · , R do
4:
for m = 1, · · · , M do
⎧
m
⎪
1 ≤ i ≤ Nlt ,
⎪
⎨vi (r)/B (r),
m
5:
Set pi (r) = ⎪
m
m
⎪
⎩wi−N t (r)/B (r), Nlt + 1 ≤ i ≤ Nlt + Nls ,
l
N t
Nls m
where Bm (r) = i=1l vi (r) + j=1
w j (r).
m
6:
Train WeakLearner h (r, ·) on [T̂lMP ; Ŝml ] weighted by
N t +N s

7:
8:

pm (r) = {pmi (r)}i=1l l ;
end for
N t
Deﬁne the error on T̂lMP : ε(r) = i=1l

9:

where I[a] = 1 if a is true and I[a] = 0 otherwise;
Deﬁne the consistency of M weak learners on T̂lMP :
consistency(r) = 1 −

M I[hm (r,t̂ MP )y ]
vi (r) maxm=1
i
li

Nlt

1

2

;
Nlt ×( M
2)
Set (r) = ε(r) ∗ consistency(r) ((r) < 0.5 is compulsory);
(r)
and β = 1/(1 + 2 ln Nls /R);
Set β(r) = 1−(r)
Update the weights:
M
m
MP
vi (r + 1) = vi (r)β(r)1−maxm=1 I[h (r,t̂li )yi ] , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nlt ;
m
m
I[h (r,ŝl j )g j ]
, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nls .
wmj (r + 1) = wmj (r)β
13: end for
M
m
MP
14: h f (t̂uiMP ) = arg minc ( Rr=R/2 β(r)− maxm=1 I[h (r,t̂ui )c] );

10:
11:
12:

3.5

Complexity Analysis

The computational cost of the FLORAL method comprises two
parts. 1) Learn semantically related dictionaries in O(M|V m | log |V m |
+Mk|V m | + c|V| + |V| log |V|), where c is a constant. The ﬁrst two
terms together are the cost of constructing the mutual k-NN graph
within each modality implemented by KD-tree [1], a space partition based approach. The third term is the cost to build interedges across diﬀerent modalities. The last term corresponds to
submodular graph clustering implemented by a max heap which
stores marginal gains of all edges. Taking the full advantage of
the diminishing marginal gains property, submodular clustering is
highly computationally eﬃcient by retrieving the top of the heap,
re-maximizing the heap, and updating the marginal gain of the top
only. 2) Transfer dictionaries and instances in O(M(K + Z 2 )(Nls +
Nlt + Nut ) + RM(Nls + Nlt )), where Z is the number of non-zeros in the
enriched representation. The ﬁrst term is the cost to solve sparse
coding in Equation (8) (9) with SPAMS1 , while Algorithm 2 runs
in O(RM(Nls + Nlt )) by training each weak learner with LIBLINEAR2 . In conclusion, FLORAL scales linearly with the number of
instances as well as the number of modalities.

4.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the FLORAL method with the case
study of air quality prediction. In the case study, FLORAL transfers
knowledge from a source city, i.e., Beijing, to improve accuracies
of air quality prediction in three target cities, namely Shanghai,
Tianjin and Baoding, which face either the label scarcity or the data
insuﬃciency problem.

4.1
,

v (r)
i=1 i

 M  M Nlt
I[hm1 (r,t̂liMP )hm2 (r,t̂liMP )]
m
m
i=1

for all target instances regardless of within-modality insuﬃciency.
Besides, the representation is robust to unreliable modalities, since
max pooling chooses the most responsive modality for each feature.
Afterwards, we propose the Multimodal Transfer AdaBoost algorithm to leverage labelled source instances. The algorithm is
based on TrAdaBoost [4] in terms of the basic idea, i.e., reduce the
distribution diﬀerences between domains by adjusting the weights
of instances for training in an adaptively boosting fashion. Speciﬁcally, the weights of mis-classiﬁed target instances increase to make
sure that these instances draw enough attention to be classiﬁed right
in the next iteration, while the mis-classiﬁed source instances are
down weighted because they are likely the most diﬀerent in distribution from target instances. However, our algorithm diﬀers from
TrAdaBoost [4] in the following two aspects: 1) for each iteration it
learns M weak learners to handle M modalities, and skilfully combines M learners’ results to boost the prediction accuracy; 2) more
importantly, it learns and diﬀerentiates weights for diﬀerent modalities besides instances. Algorithm 2 details the whole algorithm.

Datasets

We collected the following four data modalities in Beijing: 1)
road networks from Bing Maps contain road segments each of which
is described with its end points, length and level of capacity; 2)
Point-Of-Interests (POI) from Bing Maps indicate the name, address, coordinates, category of a venue; 3) Meteorological data
crawled from a public website every hour include weather, temperature, humidity, barometer pressure, wind strength, and etc; 4)
Taxi trajectories generated by over 32,000 taxicabs in Beijing from
February 2nd to May 26th , 2014. In the three target cities, however, only the ﬁrst three modalities are available. Table 2 details the
statistics of the ﬁrst three modalities for all cities.
1
2

http://spams-devel.gforge.inria.fr/index.html
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/

Table 2: The statistics of three modalities for all cities.
Cities

Modalities

Beijing

Shanghai

Tianjin

#. Segments

249,080

313,736

97,258

Baoding
69,383

Road

Highways

994km

2,016km

1,681km

795km

Roads

24,643km

40,944km

18,595km

17,884km

POI

#. of POIs

379,022

433,016

152,797

88,698

Meteorology

Time span(2014)

2/1-5/31

8/1-9/10

9/10-11/30

8/1-11/30

As air quality in a city varies with time and location simultaneously, we characterize a grid region in an hour of a day as an
instance by partitioning each city into grid regions in the size of
1.5km×1.5km. For each instance, we extract its features in all
modalities. The feature construction for each modality follows [34]
in which road network features Fr , POI features F p , meteorological features Fm , and taxi traﬃc features Ft are extracted. Specifically, Fr and F p are spatio features, and Fm and Ft are temporal
features. Note that some modalities of some instances are not available, and the modality of taxi trajectories is missing for all instances
of the three target cities. We label an instance with Air Quality Index (AQI) values which are collected from ground-based air quality
monitor stations in the four cities every hour. The AQI values range
from one to six, corresponding to six air quality states, i.e., “Good”,
“Moderate”, “Unhealthy for sensitive groups”, “Unhealthy”, “Very
unhealthy”, and “Hazardous”, respectively.
We measure the distributional diﬀerence in each modality between a source and a target domain with KL-divergence. The larger
the KL-divergence is, the more diﬀerent the feature distributions of
a source and a target domain in a modality are. Table 3 and Figure 6
present the distributional diﬀerences between Beijing and the three
target cities in the three shared modalities.

Table 3: KL-divergence in the
distributions of road network and
POI features.
Target cities
Modalities

Shanghai

Tianjin

Baoding

Road

0.541

0.7361

1.1439

POI

0.7618

0.889

1.1387

Figure 6: KL-divergence in the
distributions of meteorological features, diﬀerentiated by hours.

4.2

Baselines

We compare our proposed method FLORAL with the following
six baselines, evaluated by prediction accuracy:
Original. This method trains a classiﬁer for each modality in a target domain. Among all classiﬁers, this method selects the one with
the best prediction accuracy.
U-Air. This model [34] combines diﬀerent modalities by co-training
spatio and temporal features.
LSRD. We learn semantically related dictionaries from a source
domain by applying Algorithm 1, transfer the dictionaries to enrich feature representations in a target domain according to Equation (8)(10), and train classiﬁers on T̂lMP .
Orig+TAB. This method performs TrAdaBoost [4], a state-of-theart algorithm that transfers instances, on each modality with original features, and outputs the best result among all modalities.
LSRD+TAB. We perform TrAdaBoost on each modality with enriched features, and output the best result among all modalities. O-

riginal features of both source and target domains are enriched by
the semantically related dictionaries according to Equation (8)(9).
MDT. Multi-view Discriminant Transfer learning (MDT) [25] transfers knowledge between domains with multiple views. We adapt
MDT to solve our problem which faces the within-modality insufﬁciency, by discarding those instances with modalities missing.
In summary, Original and U-Air do not transfer. LSRD and
Orig+TAB perform feature and instance transfer, respectively. LSRD+TAB directly combines feature and instance transfer. To
make Orig+TAB and MDT applicable to our problem, we discard
the modalities which are existing in a source but missing in a target
domain. We use linear SVM as the base classiﬁer. Given diﬀerent
feature representations for diﬀerent models, the trade-oﬀ parameter
C of linear SVM is set according to 10-fold cross validation.

4.3

Results

Performance comparison: We diﬀerentiate the performance
comparison by hours for the following two reasons: 1) distributions of temporal features for diﬀerent hours, e.g., traﬃc features in
0am and 8am, could be distinct; 2) diﬀerent numbers of instances
are available in diﬀerent hours. For each hour in a target domain,
we ﬁrst select an hour from a source so that transferring labelled
instances in the hour maximizes the performance. Second, we randomly select 10% of labelled instances as training data, and the rest
as test. In Figure 7, we report the average accuracy over ten such
random partitions for each hour.
From Figure 7, we have the following observations. First, combining diﬀerent modalities outperforms using single modality only. Compared to Original, U-Air unlocks the power of spatio and
temporal features collectively in a co-training fashion, and thereby partially addresses the label scarcity problem. Especially, our
proposed LSRD algorithm is highly eﬀective, since it addresses the
data insuﬃciency problem in a target domain by enriching feature
representations. Second, transferring source labelled instances is
also critical to improve the performance. Even though we apply
TradaBoost on each modality’s original features individually, i.e.,
Orig+TAB, we see the performance improvement. Third, performances of the multi-view transfer learning algorithm MDT are not
that satisfactory, probably because it fails to tackle the structured
modality missing and within-modality insuﬃciency. Fourth, directly combining feature and instance transfer i.e., LSRD+TAB, still
falls behind our method FLORAL. LSRD+TAB cannot learn and
diﬀerentiate diﬀerent modalities’ weights as FLORAL does. Generally speaking, FLORAL outperforms all the baselines in almost
all hours of all target cities up to 50%.
The improvement of FLORAL over other baselines achieves the
most signiﬁcant when transferring from Beijing to Tianjin according to Figure 7(b); transferring to Baoding takes second while transferring to Shanghai ranks third. Table 3, Figure 2(b), and Figure 6
provide the explanations. The KL-divergence values between Tianjin and Beijing are averagely small for all the three modalities, i.e.,
road, POI, and meteorology. The distribution of labels, i.e., air
quality, in Tianjin is also similar to that in Beijing. However, the
feature distributions of Baoding in road and POI largely diﬀer from
those of Beijing, considering that Baoding is a small city. In this
case, the meteorology which is similar for the two geographically close cities primarily accounts for the transfer. Figure 9 further
conﬁrms the fact: the smaller the KL-divergence between Baoding
and Beijing in meteorology, the better FLORAL performs.
Figure 10 shows the correspondence between each hour in Baoding and the hour in Beijing selected by FLORAL. To maximize the
prediction accuracy, it is expected that the hour selected from a
source is the most similar to each hour in a target domain in dis-
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(a) Hourly air quality prediction accuracies in Shanghai.
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Figure 7: Performance comparison of hourly air quality prediction in diﬀerent target cities.
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Figure 9: Hourly air quality prediction accuracies in Baoding, with
the boxes denoting the scaled KLdivergence values between Baoding
and Beijing in meteorology.
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Figure 10: The correspondence
between each hour in Baoding and
the hour in Beijing selected by
FLORAL.

tributions. Consequently, we conclude that during 5am-9am and
13pm-17pm Beijing is the most synchronously similar to Baoding.
Eﬀectiveness of semantically related dictionaries: The success of FLORAL highly depends on the quality of semantically
related dictionaries learnt by LSRD. In Figure 11, we examine and
visualize the dictionary learnt from Beijing during 11am-12pm for
the modality of meteorology with the size K = 10. Each dictionary
atom is labelled as the mostly assigned label in the cluster which
we infer the atom from. The label of an atom is regarded as the latent semantic meaning it encodes. The ﬁgure tells that the semantic
meanings do make a lot of sense, and thereby the learnt dictionary
is eﬀective. For example, as the level of humidity increases and the
wind speed reduces, the labels of dictionary atoms tend to increase,
meaning that the air quality gets worse. It is noted that the rainfall
stays unchanged across all atoms, because there is a lack of rain in
Beijing and exists seldom raining days in our training data.

Figure 11: The meteorology dictionary learnt from Beijing during
11am-12pm. The x-axis denotes the features while the y-axis labels a
dictionary atom with the mostly assigned label in the cluster.

Dealing with the label scarcity and data insuﬃciency problems: In Figure 8, we verify that FLORAL is capable of dealing
with the label scarcity and data insuﬃciency problems. We focus on the performance of air quality prediction in Tianjin during
17pm-18pm. First, we vary the percentage of labelled instances for
training in the target domain, i.e., Tianjin. The smaller the percentage is, the scarcer the labelled data are. Figure 8(a) shows
that when the percentage of training data increases, all algorithms perform better. Especially, when the labelled data are very scarce, say the percentage equals to 0.1, FLORAL even improves
the most over the baselines. Thus we conclude that FLORAL can
successfully handle the label scarcity problem, and that is why we
select 10% of labelled instances as training data for performance
comparison. Second, we compare diﬀerent algorithms’ capabilities to tackle the structured modality missing in Figure 8(b). We
vary available modalities in Tianjin, ranging from single modality to three modalities together. Figure 8(b) shows that the perfor-
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Figure 8: Dealing with the label scarcity and data insuﬃciency problems.

mance gap between FLORAL and the baselines based on LSRD,
i.e., LSRD and LSRD+TAB, stays consistent, while the gap between FLORAL and the other baselines increases as more modalities are missing. Therefore we prove that learning semantically related dictionaries fully takes the advantage of the modalities which
are missing in a target domain but existing in a source, and thereby eﬀectively addresses the structured modality missing. Note that
U-Air cannot handle the cases where only spatio or temporal features are available, and MDT is not applicable in the cases where
only single modality is provided. Third, we investigate the capabilities of all algorithms to deal with the within-modality insuﬃciency in Figure 8(c), by randomly dropping a percentage of data for
each modality. Reasonably, as the dropping percentage increases,
the performances of all algorithms decrease. However, the performances of FLORAL and the baselines based on LSRD decrease
much slower than those of the other baselines. The semantically
related dictionaries complement the within-modality insuﬃciency
by enriching feature representations.
Learning and diﬀerentiating diﬀerent modalities’ weights:
The major reason why FLORAL wins over LSRD+TAB is that
FLORAL has the ability to learn and diﬀerentiate diﬀerent modalities’ weights when transferring, which is further validated in Figure 12. No matter which target city FLORAL transfers to, the distribution of labelled source instances’ weights in meteorology signiﬁcantly diﬀers from that in traﬃc. Besides, for each modality,
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(b) in traﬃc

more important than the modality of traﬃc for all target cities. It is
because the modality of traﬃc is missing in all target cities so that
the meteorology is more likely to dominate.
Varying the percentage of labelled source instances: The performances of FLORAL also rely on the amount of labelled instances we transfer from a source domain. Figure 13 presents the
performances of FLORAL in predicting air quality in Tianjin during 17pm-18pm, while we vary the percentage of labelled instances
in the target domain, i.e., rt , and that in the source, i.e., r s , simultaneously. Reasonably, larger rt and r s lead to better performances.
Besides, when r s = 0.6, the performances of FLORAL start to saturate, meaning that 60% of the labelled source instances have been
suﬃcient to improve the target domain.

Figure 13: Varying the percentage of labelled instances in the
target and source domain simultaneously.
Parameter sensitivity: We also study the inﬂuence of diﬀerent
parameter settings on the performances of FLORAL when transferring from Beijing to Tianjin during 17pm-18pm. We investigate
three parameters: K, the size of semantically related dictionaries,
λ and γ , the trade-oﬀ parameters’ initialization in Equation (7).
For space limitation, we do not include the result for μ , the other
trade-oﬀ parameter’s initialization. We perform grid search on λ
and γ in the range of {10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 , 100 , 101 , 102 , 103 } by ﬁxing
the dictionary size K. FLORAL gains the best accuracy at λ = 100
and γ = 10 as Figure 14(a) shows. In Figure 14(b), by ﬁxing
λ = 100 and γ = 10, we obtain the best dictionary size K = 500.

Figure 12: Comparison of the distributions of labelled source
instances’ weights in two modalities when transferring to different target cities to predict air quality during 17pm-18pm.

accuracy

the distributions of labelled source instances’ weights diﬀer for different target cities. Speciﬁcally, the modality of meteorology plays
the most important role when transferring from Beijing to Tianjing
because the weights are the most likely to lie in 0.9 − 1. The geographical closeness of the two cities explains this. However, the
modality of traﬃc is weighted the highest while transferring from
Beijing to Shanghai, the two of which are top two cities in China. We would also clarify why the modality of meteorology seems

0.6
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0.5
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(a) Grid search of λ and γ .
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(b) Varying the dictionary size.

Figure 14: Study of parameter sensitivity on air quality prediction.

dictionary learning time (ln)

Scalability: We evaluate the scalability of our LSRD algorithm,
which is the major computational bottleneck of FLORAL. By using
KD-tree for graph construction and submodular optimization for
graph clustering, LSRD is highly eﬃcient and capable of handling
extremely large graphs involving massive vertices and hyper-edges
as Figure 15 shows.
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Figure 15: Scalability of FLORAL.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel method called FLORAL to
transfer knowledge between domains with multimodal data. Particularly, FLORAL enriches feature representations in a target domain with semantically related dictionaries learnt from a source,
and transfers labelled instances from the source. Extensive experimental results in the case study of air quality prediction demonstrate the superiority of FLORAL over other state-of-the-art methods. Besides air quality prediction, FLORAL could be applied
whenever the target domain encounters the label scarcity and data insuﬃciency problems. In the future, we would like to extend
FLORAL to transfer from multiple source domains. Although ﬁnding a source domain which contains all modalities in a target is not
that diﬃcult, FLORAL can be more ﬂexible by transferring from
multiple source domains.
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